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Abstract

In Africa, land tenure and ownership are crucial to food production, family structure, individual and collective identity, and social and economic development. However, the black majorities in South Africa and in Senegal have long been deprived of land through the land-grabbing practices of colonial-era settlers and foreign interests, which have resulted in homelessness, insecure land tenure, and the undermining of personal and collective identities. Government land-redistribution efforts either remain stagnant or occur too slowly to help currently landless individuals. This has led to a new land-grabbing phenomenon where Africans reclaim land by illegally occupying, and building shacks on, state-owned land. Such land-grabbing has caused government conflicts with residents and has resulted in apartheid-style evacuations, which have left people homeless and functionally landless. In this context, the question of majority land-access has reemerged. South Africa’s and Senegal’s constitutions stipulate access to secure land tenure and, if adequately applied, could help reduce urbanization and boost economic activity and agricultural production. This article demonstrates how land is crucial to a country’s economic development and to its efforts to reduce poverty among its citizens, and also addresses the urgency needed by both governments to resolve this persistent epidemic.

Land ownership in South Africa and Senegal has been skewed by historical practices that favored giving (or allowing white settlers to keep) land along racial lines or to the connected few. Efforts to redress these imbalances by those who wield political and/or economic power have been lackluster. Frustrations with these entities by those who have been historically and economically landless continue to persist leading to the Land Grabbing Debacle. The terms land grabbing, land-grabbing debacle, or land-grabbing...
phenomenon initially described land that was grabbed from black Africans. In South Africa, land was grabbed by colonialists; in Senegal, it was grabbed by settlers or foreign interests. As a concept, the land-grabbing debacle has also been used to refer to the ways black Africans grab land back—either by illegally building and occupying informal housing on land or by erecting shacks where they can live with their families. The governments of both South Africa and Senegal have struggled with land issues and have failed to find solutions to benefit all of their citizens. Additionally, policies that favor land access for vulnerable and marginalized populations, specifically women and youth, are not adequately implemented or applied in either country. Considering these factors, both countries provide important examples of the land-grabbing debacle. Examining the cases of South Africa and Senegal, despite their different land-administration systems, provides a framework for demonstrating that secure land tenure strengthens ownership, enhances productivity, and secures livelihoods in these countries. Although there are similarities, there are also marked differences with each country’s own historical past contributing to the land-grabbing debacle.

Further, the current reality of land grabs in both South Africa and Senegal, are exacerbated by several national and international factors. Globally, the recent rush for large-scale land acquisition can be traced to the food-price crisis of 2008, which led to a 70% to 75% increase in general food prices. As a result, states that lacked sufficient domestic production had trouble ensuring their food security, and some had to buy or lease land in other countries to do so. Increased biofuel production within developed and developing countries has also been a key land-grabbing incentive. Studies have shown that biofuel investors seek out poor countries that have substantial land resources and poorly-managed land ownership practices. According to the (South African) Commercial Farmers’ Union, plans to transform large-scale private farms, which are mostly owned by the white minority, into small farms with communal tenure could prove to be economically disastrous—partly because white farmers are better equipped politically than their small-scale peasant farmer counterparts. Some politicians even believe that peasant farmers are less efficient and more likely to degrade the land, which could result in significant declines in output.
Land Grabbing—A Brief History

South Africa’s land tenure issue is deeply colored by the country’s past territorial race segregation and by later reforms that arguably resulted in little change for most black South African citizens. In South Africa, the Native Land Act of 1913 was an important law that allowed for a systemic process of land dispossession by the state. This act, also known as the Black Land Act, was passed because of constant pressure exerted by white South Africans who wanted to prevent black South Africans from encroaching back onto their indigenous homeland. This law incorporated territorial segregation into legislation for the first time since the founding of the Union of South Africa in 1910. The provision in the act restricted black South Africans to buying, leasing, and selling land only in “scheduled areas,” which the system at the time referred to as “reserves,” and white South Africans were prohibited from owning land in those areas. Also at the time, Parliament stated that the purpose of the act was to ensure territorial segregation of the races. Yet, the scheduled areas amounted to only about 7.3 percent, approximately 21 million acres, of South African’s total land mass. The area set aside for the white South African minority was ten times larger. This disparity marked the beginning of black South African’s landlessness.

While it prohibited acquisition of land in land reserves, the passing of the law also enabled the white apartheid government to enforce mass relocations of black people into impoverished homelands and townships, where service delivery was either inadequate or non-existent. The law robbed black South Africans of their abilities to provide for themselves and forced them to relocate to urban areas in hopes of finding employment. It also marked the beginning of socioeconomic challenges, class differences, poverty, and inequality. It crippled most black South African families’ agricultural production and led to their dependence on meager salaries. It created a culture of dependency and led to a pattern of unprecedented urban population explosion. This law also led to the breakdown of family units and to the emergence of “street kids,” a phenomenon previously unfamiliar in African cultures. Thus, social cohesion and Ubuntu, a philosophical term that describes an African quality of valuing the humanity of others, were both severely undermined.
The discriminatory Native Land Act of 1913 was finally repealed when the Abolition of Racially Based Land Measures Act came into force on June 30, 1991. Despite the abolition of the Native Land Act of 1913, black South Africans’ conditions at grassroots levels have barely changed. The majority have remained landless, which has caused many men to seek work in mines and many women to seek domestic work in urban areas.

In Senegal, in contrast, government officials grabbed land from peasant or family farmers to sell to wealthy companies. Land tenure in Senegal excludes racial segregation and is dominated by two models: customary law and the policy of decentralization. Over the past forty-five years, Senegal’s policy of decentralization, as applied to land administration, generally has not resulted in greater local control, more productive and sustainable land use, or increased family or individual land-tenure security. Customary law prevails in most rural areas, but a wide variety of approaches are applied. The rights of women and of youth to land, coupled with incentives to use it, are not always in place. In urban areas, ordinary people regularly engage in informal transactions. Where land rights are complicated, such as in the Senegal River Valley, state-led investments have replaced customary tenure with new systems, but the security of rights remains an issue.

On July 26, 1932 a Land Decree was organized and implemented in Senegal, which established the registration of land. The purpose of the decree was to (1) assure owners what their land rights were and (2) define unassailable land titles. This decree repealed and replaced earlier manifestations including the 1900 and 1906 Land Decrees, both of which ineffectively secured land rights.

The Senegalese Land Tenure Act of 1964 marked an on-paper turning point to bring legislation in line with practice. This act sought to harmonize past amendments that were made, using regulatory mechanisms, to the out-of-date 1932 Land Decree, which previously formed the basis of statutory land law. The Land Tenure Act’s principle function was to secure tenure by issuing land permits for permanent title deeds. Two different management models currently coexist: one founded on customary rules and another based on national legislation. In the Senegalese constitution, land ownership is split between state- and privately-owned land. In practice, local land security and community rights are
secured through customary norms. However, the government has an “investor-friendly policy to attract agribusiness investment.”

When investment policy and customary tenure security conflict, customary law often loses.

Before independence in 1960, customary rights comprised 99 percent of land ownership in the country. The government did not focus much attention on the development of rural areas.

By 1964, land-tenure policy was implemented in Senegal with clear strategies and objectives. According to this 1964 legislation, 95 percent of the land belonged to the national domain. The national domain differed fundamentally from customary law—it does not mark ownership by the state. Instead, it is a property field, and the assets belong to the state. Government land control was confirmed in 1976 through laws that focused on the expropriation of land for public utilities. However, since then, both context and farming methods in the country have changed. The 1964 policy document contains now-obsolete terminology that requires urgent implementation of new land-reform legislation to meet the requirements of sustainable development. However, the extreme sensitivity of land issues continues to inhibit progress in this area.

**The Phenomenon Continues: 21st Century Adjustments**

In South Africa, land dispossession has produced negative consequences. For example, the government has assigned the least productive land to the majority population, and it has inequitably distributed land ownership largely for minority ethnic groups. Inequitable land distribution has dislocated the poor and has stripped them of their agricultural land-use abilities, which has hampered them economically and socially. It has subjected the majority of the poor to tenant status through labor tenancy. In previous research, Sauti has shown that “[s]harecroppers were, and are still, employed under slave-like conditions.” Women and children, who are the most marginalized populations in the country, remain deprived. While the proposed land redistribution frameworks in South Africa feature and enforce goals geared toward land reform that benefits the majority, such land reform evidently remains a challenge. Policies that favor land access
for vulnerable and marginalized populations are not adequately implemented or applied.

There was intense scrutiny in South Africa around the objectives and vision of land reform policy in 2012 and around the results of this policy in 2015. The discussion of land in the South African Bill of Rights includes language about configuring land tenure “into a single and coherent four-tier approach, while improving existing customary and statutory tenures to mobilize economic development.” While some measures have been put into place, the problems of land tenure remain complex. This holds especially true for poor and rural women in South Africa, whose rights to land and to basic housing have not fully materialized. Rural women and those in high-density urban areas still lack independent access to land tenure and can only obtain it through their male counterparts. To obtain land, women are required to produce a marriage certificate, despite the fact that this requirement violates their rights as stipulated in the South African Bill of Rights.

In South Africa, land-tenure reform is one of the three legs of the Land Reform Program (LRP). Tenure reform focuses on two objectives: (1) addressing the state of land administration in the communal areas of the former homelands and in colored reserves and (2) strengthening the security of tenure of farm dwellers living on commercial land. The Extension of Security of Tenure Amendment Bill of 2013, which amended the Extension of Security Act of 1997, provides new definitions aimed at solidifying intended goals for land tenure in South Africa.

For Senegal, land disputes continued unabatedly after independence. And, the reality was, land grabbing had been facilitated by the government who enforced such practice in their policies. For example, in 2002, the Senegalese government encouraged development of a farm-related policy bill. The circulated draft included a chapter on land tenure, and it allowed President Abdoulaye Wade (2000-2012) to give away or sell arable land in the national domain at his discretion. In contemporary times, the idea of awarding such rights to a head of state would be rejected. In 2002, the government reviewed the law and decided to withdraw the chapter on land tenure. In 2004, the government proposed a bill that supported agro-silvo-pastoral development and modernization and that emphasized security and land transferability.
In 2008, the government set up an initiative to increase food security and investment in the agricultural sector. The government would provide subsidies and allocate land to those most able to cultivate it. In practice, as in South Africa, land was instead given to those who were influential and who then used the land for speculative purposes or loaned it off to foreign interests. Research revealed that “19% of the land is arable, i.e. 3.8 million hectares, and only 2.5 million hectares are exploited.” Large-scale transactions that have awarded Senegalese lands to native and foreign interests have occurred, and they already encompass more than 400,000 hectares, which is about 30 percent of the arable land in the country.

By 2010, a national commission produced a new land reform bill titled *Proposals for Land Reform and Management in Rural Areas*. However, the bill, supposedly about land reform, actually addressed land privatization. It proposed incorporating urban areas, pioneer areas, and a section of rural areas into the state’s private sector. Senegal has both state private territories and state national land. At the time, the national domain’s privatization provision was inconceivable because of the fixed nature of the land, especially in rural areas. A new national land-reform commission was convened by 2012.

**Deficiencies Today: Damaging Prevarication and Development**

Today, land continues to be, arguably, the most contested social issue in South Africa. Private tenure, which is relatively secure, is the most prevalent type of land ownership, and its associated legislation and guarantees are well-implemented. Rural South Africans tend to use customary land law, which is less regulated. Because land ownership is divided along racial and gender lines, the majority of black South Africans are landless. Nevertheless, political leaders still find it difficult to implement robust policies to solve land matters within secure legal and institutional frameworks. The process of reclaiming land from white farmers seems to be a daunting task.

For example, when poor farmers and people in South Africa have illegally occupied and built on land, widespread apartheid-style evacuations have followed. In the country, most vacant land
is owned by private individuals or by companies. In the past, members of the apartheid regime removed black South Africans from their own land, and some remain landless to this day. Currently, the democratic ANC government struggles with redistributions of land to rightful owners and has “proposed that land expropriation without compensation should be allowed where necessary and unavoidable.” Some government officials say government owned lands are “frozen,” which means it is reserved by the government to secure loans from developed countries. In addition, land that was seized by British colonialists cannot be forcefully retrieved because of the government’s fear of consequences. However, this set of circumstances, along with influence by and sanctions from the United States and the United Kingdom, has resulted in the implementation of structural adjustment policies and an increased, unprecedented inflation. While black South Africans have urged governments to implement vigorous policies to speed up the redistribution process, doing so seems to be a daunting task. One, as stipulated by South Africa’s constitutional law, this type of coercion would be considered a violation of white South African farmers’ rights. And two, land seizure in South Africa could result in the violation of the beneficiary’s human rights and two of the UN International Covenants. The United Nations established the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (adopted in 1948) which includes two covenants; the first; The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR, 1966) and second; the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR, 1966). As a result, the ANC has been caught between the demands of the landless, the rightful landowners, and the current landowners.

Yet, South Africa is revising its expropriation law to give effect to the constitutional provision that allows “land to be dispossessed below the market value of subsidies received from the state by the land owner.” The South African government has devised various policy frameworks related to land, which include the “willing buyer, willing seller” agreement. However, the government has been slow to implement these frameworks, which benefit some members of the middle class who have been mandated by the government to become farmers. The consequences are that the poor and landless are still neglected, and many still live in shacks. Currently, there is some discussion, especially around the
Land Reform Document, that “land reform is not just another social transfer where benefiting citizens receive government largesse. It is, and should be seen as, an autonomy-fostering service delivery.”

The ANC’s mandate was to overturn the apartheid government through providing a “better life for all.” This right to a better life is enshrined in the South African constitution, but many argue it has failed to materialize. Failed, as the “better life,” per the constitution, was understood to include better access to land, particularly for those that had previously been marginalized. This would have meant the democratization and equitable land allocation and use across gender, race and class lines.

The Senegalese government’s land management policies have delegated authority to rural councils to administer and allocate land and natural resources. However, these commissions are weak because rural councils lack adequate authority. In addition, such commissions have paved the way for numerous forms of corruption and for abuses related to interpreting and enforcing the law. Consequently, there has been a consensus amongst the Senegalese populace that new land reform policies are needed. The dearth of such policies has resulted in a profusion of cultural, political, and economic arguments designed to justify land-grabbers’ behavior and to counter national legislation on the issue. Unless governments across the globe solve land crises, civil disobedience or a land-grabbing uproar could result.

In Senegal, the people most likely to grab land from the poor are wealthy politicians. To do so, wealthy politicians purchase land from the government by taking advantage of loopholes in the law and of the law’s interpretation and application. Although Senegal is one of the most stable democracies in West Africa, poverty in the country is widespread; and it is concentrated in non-developed areas with 75 percent of rural Senegalese live in poverty. In addition, over 70 percent of Senegal’s population engages in agricultural production. Despite numerous government efforts to control land tenure through formal law, customary law continues to prevail over land rights. In recent years, the government has repeatedly introduced legislation to formalize, secure, and protect land rights. For example, the incumbent president of Senegal, Macky Sall, promised to develop the country’s agricultural sector and to reduce poverty as a strategy to defeat his rival,
President Abdoulaye Wade, in 2012. Yet, it continues to be an unresolved issue.

However, efforts to resolve these issues have failed to date. If implementation frameworks are actualized with the vision of the poor and landless in mind, it could wipe out the land-grabbing phenomenon that continues to haunt South Africa. If these efforts fail, intellectual debates about land-grabbing and land redistribution will continue unabated throughout South Africa, Senegal, and the rest of Africa.

**Marginalized Populations**

In South Africa, women and youth remain marginalized because their access to land is not institutionally recognized or promoted. Providing appropriate land rights for these groups could increase both productivity and household income in some areas and could promote sustainable land management practices. In South Africa, for women to access land and to qualify for housing, they are expected to be married. Yet, women are the pillars of local economies and are responsible for providing food for their households and ensuring food security; that is, provide for a household they cannot have due to their limitations in accessing land.

Although the South African constitution addresses women’s land tenure rights, many women remain uninformed. A secret that is not very well kept is “that South Africa has little respect for the plight of its marginalized women.” Many continue to live in poor conditions and do not own land. Fundamental steps need to be taken toward reducing poverty and inequality for marginalized women and for the poor in general. Although many forms of production were once family-based, agriculture is one commodity still dominated by women, while their husbands are employed in mines and rarely or never return home.

In Senegal, as elsewhere in Africa, family farms run by women form the core of the rural economy and thus make women more productive, which may help combat poverty and hunger. An inventory of large-scale land acquisition, which proves the marginalization of women was caused by the Institute for Policy Analysis Research (IPAR), revealed that “land that could have been distributed to family farms, which could have equally benefitted women, is sold to wealthy males or foreign investors.”
For example, one private Spanish investor was awarded 80,000 hectares in the rural communities of Sarndaya, Tombronkoto, and Bandafassi Linka to build an animal park and a luxury hotel. In addition, around Ross-Bethe, 40,000 hectares of land were awarded to a Nigerian billionaire who intended to use it as a sugarcane plantation. Thus, from Bambino to Diokoul and Diass, the refrain is the same: “No to land-grabbing!” It is time for authorities to realize the harmful effects of the current status quo in land matters, which further marginalize women.

**Conclusion**

Land-grabbing in South Africa and in Senegal is a complex and sensitive issue. In South Africa, landless people have reclaimed land without permission, which has spurred apartheid-style evacuations. In Senegal, wealthy politicians and officials continue to take land from the poor and from small farmers, who have been forcefully removed from land their families have owned for centuries.

The central problem is that no explicit policy on land redistribution exists. In addition, laws that are enacted are not followed or are incompletely executed. In Senegal, land distribution policies change continually, and there was never an initial, clear land-management strategy. In South Africa, there is relatively little fighting over land that chiefs govern in rural areas, but many disputes occur over commercial land and other economic regions. While some land supposedly belongs to the government and to the private sector, the reality is that large tracts of land have been vacant for decades. To whom does this land belong, and why do the actual owners not occupy the terrain? In cases where government officials have attempted to purchase land from known owners, those owners have charged an exorbitant amount. The government, which is then forced to assign evacuations, has found itself ensconced between landless South Africans who demand land and white farmers who resist relinquishing land and who are presumably the legitimate beneficiaries. As a result, the slow pace in land reform has jeopardized the social fabric of South African families, and increases in female-headed households, street kids, prostitution, and related ills that result from landlessness have compounded the problem.
In Senegal, the solution is that the constitution must be upheld. Further, the rural poor should play an active role in discussions about land—particularly land that is rightfully theirs and on which they have lived for centuries. While large-scale development is needed, it must not come at the expense of poor, rural subsistence farmers. Land sales from poor Africans to foreigners from neighboring countries and to Europeans are illegal and should be prohibited. In fact, we suggest that no land should be sold to anyone permanently. Instead, land should be leased for a reasonable period. Where large-scale development is necessary, and land is acquired from small-scale farmers, they should be compensated adequately. Such acquisitions should also be conducted only with small-scale farmers’ permission.

Government officials and citizens, as well as commercial farmers and peasants, should discuss the issues of land redistribution and management together—for the benefit of all. The land must be distributed equitably. No one should be allowed to occupy land grabbed from the poor, and certainly, no individual should be allowed to buy large tracts of land and displace those who live on it. Factually, international legal tools have no adequate mechanisms to regulate private property ownership, and this is a crisis. The solution is that South African and Senegalese leaders should fulfill their promises of securing land for the poor and of guarding against the greed and neglect of fellow Africans, and they must not parcel out the inheritance of their children to anyone who has money to buy the land. The constitutions of both countries stipulate that the rights of all citizens should be upheld.

If both South African and Senegalese governments would execute their laws and give land to citizens who were deprived of land because of colonialism, white settlers, and Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs), it would halt landlessness and the land-grabbing debacle. Urgent action is therefore required from leaders in South Africa and in Senegal to bring an end to the land-tenure problem. Land issues must be resolved expeditiously and with the sensitivity they deserve in order to avoid further clashes and violent protests among citizens.
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